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1. Introduction 
It has been proposed in Leben (1973a, b) that certain 

phenomena in Hausa require rules which depend on having tone in 
some morphemes represented suprasegmentally; that is, these 
morphemes must have separate phonological matrices for tone and 
for 'segmental' features (which would in Hausa be all other 
phonological features, presumably}, This paper will present a 
reanalysis of these phenomena {section 2} which is based on an 
independently motivated type of tone assignment rule discussed 
in section 3. In the final section, I will discuss some implica-
tions of this reanalysis for theories of tone in general, and for 
Leben's theory (and John Goldsmith's similar theory--see Goldsmith 
(1975a, b}) of non-segmental representation in particular . 

2. The Reanalysis 
2.1. Leben's argument for suprasegmentally stated rules1 in 
Hausa is based on the need to relate the tone pattern of the 
feminine form to that of the masculine form in agentive construc-
tions and certain other forms, as illustrated in (1) (the examples 
are from Leben (1973a:133)), 2 

(1) a. JinJlr+H (m. } jinjir+n'i:i+aa (f.) 'baby' 
b. ma+b'i:+1i (m. ) ma+b1+1i+aa (f,} 'follower' 
C, ma+aikat+!i (m.) ma+aikat+1i+aa (f.} 'worker' 

Notice that in (la) and (lb) the tone of the second syllable in the 
feminine is H, ,.,bile in the masculine it is L. Moreover, in (le) 
the tones of both the second and third syllables in the feminine 
are H while the corresponding syllables in tbe masculine are L. 
The appropriate generalization involved, Leben claims, is that 
the tones a~er the first syllable and before the -(n)ii suffix in 
the second morpheme are Hin the feminine for1'1S and Lin the 
masculine forms in all three cases. He then proposes a rule of 
tone spreading (Leben {1973a:133))., given in (2), to derive the tone 
pattern on the feminine forms from that on the masculine forms. 

1 + 1(2} L-+ H/H L + (,.,here is a ~orpheme boundary) 

This rule must apply to tones which are represented suprasegmentally 
on morphemes, since otherwi se incorrect results would be derived 
from (le}, as shown in the derivations in (3). 
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(3) Sewnental Tone Suprasegmental Tone 
ma+aikat+h+aa 'Hma,+La.ika.t+Lii+La.a. Remot.e Form 

*ma+e.ikat+:h+aa Hma.+lia.ikat+L11+Laa Rule (2) 
ma+aika.t+H+aa Tone Mapping 

Leben :further points out that even a theory which allows rules to 
apply iteratively to their own output would give incorrect results 
sincei although allowi ng rule (2) to apply again to the starred 
form in (3) would give the correct results (er. (le)) , we would 
get wrong results for the masculine ~orm since the environment for 
(2) would be met i:' t.one is represented segmentally , as indicated 
ln the derivation given in (4} . 

(~) ma+aikat+H Remote Form 
"lna+.aika.t+H Rule (2) 

Thus there seems to be a fairly strong c~se for suprasegmental 
representation of tone in such forms . 

2.2. However> the assumption that the tone pattern for the 
fem;nine is derived from that for the -masculine seems to me to be 
questionable. In -fact• as I will show in the next section, there 
are a large nuxnber of morphologically related forms in Hausa whose 
~one patterns can.not be derivationally related if tone is repre-
sented either segmentally or supra.segmentally. This suggests 
that the same sort of thing tnight be going on here. Along these 
lines, I propose a rule of tone assignment given informally in (5). 3 

(5) (i) The tone pattern of the masculine form in 
the agentive con5truction is H(L)1 . 

(ii) The tone pattern of the feminine in sucn 
construction is (R)1LL. 

(iii) 'l'he tone pat.tern of feminine forms which 
are derived by adding -aa to the 
corresponding masculine form, and. whose 
' extension ' (i . e. , the suffix which 
precedes the feminine-~ suffix) ends 
in a :!'ront vowel, is BLL, where ' B' for 
' basic ' ls the tone pattern of the stem. 

This rule must apply . of course, after the morphological rules 
which form such constructions . (5i) says essentially that E,!!.-, 
the agentive prefix bas a H tone and a.11 other syllables a.re L, 
whi1e (5ii) says that the last two syllables are Land everything 
else is H. (5iii) is essentially the generalization that all forms 
ending in surface - iyaa also end in the sur~ace ~on~ pattern BLH (where 
the final His the result of Leben ' s low- tone raising rule). 
Other feminine forms would either be derived by Leben ' s (l971) non-
supra~egmental rules or wou.ld be exceptions (cf . f'n. 3). 

2.3, One drawback to this proposal is the £act that most of 
Leben 1s rules are required here anyway; the only tbing it buys 
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you, it seems, is getting away from the need for suprasegmental tone 
rules. There are other advantages, however . For example, as Leben 
(1973a) points out, the tone of the stem is irrelevant to the tone 
of the agentive construction--even though the verb bii (= 'follow') 
has an underlying H tone, it has a L tone in the masculine agentive 
form, and there must presumably be some sort of morphologically 
conditioned tone rule to get this L there. The same sort of 
problem vill be apparent with all non-L stems in agentive 
constructions. Thus, it seems that any analysis of this construc-
tion will require at least one morphologically conditioned tone 
rule . That is, this proposal is only extending an already 
required analysis when it claims that all of the tones in such 
constructions are morphologically assigned. 

Another advantage of this proposal is that it is no longer 
required to posit underlying rising tones (or a suprasegmental 
contour that results in a rising tone), which don't occur on the 
surface and are othervise not needed, 4 in order to account for the 
data (taken from Leben 1971) present ed in (6). 

(6) beebee (m.} beebl:ylia ( f . ) 'deaf mute• 
ilbookh (m.) ab6oki:yaa. ( f. } 'friend' 

The tone on the masculine form must be leXically specified (cf. 
sheegee e 'bastard'), but the feminine form does not depend on 
anything other than the stem (the final vowels are not part of 
the stem), as expressed in (5iii). 

Probably the strongest argument against Leben's tone-
spreading rule (and therefore in favor of my reanalysis, in the 
absence of any other alternatives) is its peculiar form. Note that 
the morpheme boundary in the structural description is not really 
associated in any way with the affected 'segment' (i . e . , the first 
L). While Kiparsky (1973) has given a plausible explanation for 
why a morpheme boundary might be needed between the affected 
segment and the one that causes the change (i.e., if a rule 
applied morpheme internally, it would result in restructuring}, 
I know of no reason ~ a morpheme boundary should be needed one 
'segment' after the affected 'segment' and tvo 'se-l91lents• after 
the one that causes the change. Furthermore, I know of no other 
phonological rule which requires a morpheme boundary in such a 
position . The uniqueness and 'unreasonableness' of rule (2), 
then, would seem to be fairly strong reasons for rejecting it. 

A final point against Leben's analysis is the fact that, as 
he points out in a footnote in his thesis, there must be no 
morpheme boundaries in word-final position, since othervise rule 
(2) would apply to (le), (underlying Hma+Laikat+Lii for Leben), 
thus producing the eventually ungrammatical *Hma+Haikat+Lii 
(surface form presumably "ma. 'liikacli) . This is contrary to the 
generally accepted convention for word boundaries (which are 
assigned to both s i des of a word), and, as Leben notes, not 
accepted by !na!lY generative phonologists. Note that this 
'convention' together with the discussion in the above para-
graph, makes rule (2) look even more strange; it can apply only 
if there is a morpheme following the HLL sequence in question. 
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It seems questionable to me vhether such a rule should be 
permitted in linguistic theory.s 

In his thesis Leben (1973b) al.so cla.ilns that ' place of 
origin' constructions require the suprasegmental tone rule (2) 
to relate the f"eminine tone pattern to that of the masculine . Re 
gives the pair in (7a) to support this claim (the others a.re 
from Abraham 1962). 

(7) a . ba+kata.agum+:ti {m.) b~+kataagum+1i+aa (f.) 
(cf. kata.agum) 

b . ba+katsin+ee (m.) ba+kats:in+:ti+as. ( f. ) 
(cf. katsin~) 

c. ba+gwaar+{!i} (m.) ba+gwaar+ii+a.a ( f. )ee 
(cf'. gwa.arii) 

d. ba.+nu:f+ee (m. ) ba.+nu.f+h +a.a. ( f . ) 
(cf . nu:fee) 

e . ba+daw-+H (m. ) ba+daur+a.e. ( f . ) 
(cf . daurti) 

However, this cons~ruction seems to be amenable to the same type 
:,f tr1~atment as the previous forms. Notice th.at all the feminine 
forms in (7) end in the tonal sequence fill, ('wbich vill come out 
HLH on the su.rfa.ce , due to L~ben ' s ' low-tone raising', as noted 
above). Note further that the tone pattern for this construction 
seeJDS again not to depend on ~he tone :pattern of the place name 
in many cases; in fact, Abra.ham (1959) describes this cons~ruction 
as consisting of a ba- prefix and the tone pattern LHL (~hich I 
interpret as meaning L(H)1L) for the masculine. These facts show, 
first or all, that the situation vith the place of or1gin 
constructions is quite variable; neither Abraham' s description 
nor Leben's accoW1ts for all cases (Leben seems to imply that the 
masculine is formed by prefixing a L ba to the place name). 

lt should be pointed out that (7d) could only be accounted 
for (as far as I can tell) by having an 'abstract' rising tone on 
the ee of Nufee (cf. fn. 4); exactly the same problems as were 
encountered with the :!'orms in (6) vould obtain here. 

However, one regularity re.mains--all reminine forms that end 
in surface -iyaa a.lso end in the tone pattern HLH. '!'his is a.lso 
t.rue or the f'orms accounted !'or by {5iii), although tbe ante-
penultimate H would be redundant in this case, since all the 
relev£1.Dt stems end in H tones. This suggests that (5iii) might 
better be fo~mulated as in (8), so as to include the place of 
~he origin phenomena. 

(8) The tone pattern... is BHLL . 6 

If the fact that forms like karyaa (er. fn. 2) are exceptional is 
not accidenta.:. (note that the stem ends in a L}. then this would 
be evidence in favor of the reformulation given in (8) . 

2 . k. In short, I have argued in this section that it is not 
necessary to represent Hausa tone suprasegmenta.:Lly in Leben's sense. 
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In the next section , I will attempt to show that suprasegmental 
tone is not sufficient to account for other p:ienomena in Hausa , 
and that , in fact, a tbeorJ whlch permits the type of analysis 
proposed here is required . 

3. Other similar phenomena 
3. 1 . I vill attempt to show here first of all that it is not 
possible to relate derivationally the tone patterns of certain 
classes of singular no1.U1s and th ,se of their J)lurals , regardless 
of whether tone ls represented segmem:;a.lly or suprasegmentally. 7 

Consider the forms in (9). 

(9) a. laa.baa.r!i ( sg . ) 14baarai (pl.) ' news' 
b. kujeeraa (sg. ) kujeeruu (pl.) ' chair ' 

Ip~--" .,,.c. ~uwaa (sg . ) kaa.suwa.i (pl- Skoto) 
'market ' 

It seems clear that it would be at least very difficult to relate 
the singular and plural tone patterns derivationally. Evidently 
what is needed is~ morphologically conditioned rule which assigns 
the tone pattern (L)iH to nouns which are lexically marked for 

8this pattern in the plural . 

3.2 . Secondly, there seems to be no vay to relate intensive 
verb rornis to their basic forms using ordinary tone rules. 
Consider the data presented in (10). 

(10) a. k.aamaa ka.nkaama.a. 'catch' 
b. harbe.e. hahharbaa ( Ii) 'shoot' 

ha.rbee ha..hharbee (- Pro) 
harbi hahharb1 c- n) 

c . rtta rhtlta (o;;; alterna.nt ) I go OU"t J 

The intensives are formed by reduplicating tbe first eve sequence, 
and then rules of assimilation apply to give the surface form . It 
should be fairly- obvious that ol"dinary $egmentul tone rul.es can 
at best clumsily relate the forms in (loa) and (lOc) and the 
pre-pausa..1. form is (10b). Furthermore, suprasegmental representa-
tion, if made a part of the lexical representation (i . e ., if tone 
is represented as a part of morphemes) . implies Wl"Ong results., 
in (lOb) and (10c) , although interestingly (but, I think , 
accidentally) , it does predict the correct forms in (10a). There 
seem to be three possibilities: ~irst , the tone mapping rules 
apply be.fore reduplication , which reduces to the same case as 
.for segmentally represented tone ; second, the suprasegmental 
contour is reduplicated along vith the appropriate segments ; 
third , the suprasegmenta.1 contour remains the same but has as its 
domain the entire reduplicated .form. The latter two possibilities 
are illustrated in the derivations given in (11) and (12) , 
respectively . 
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( 11) !f.½caamaa Lexical Representation 
HLka.m+HLkaamaa. Reduplication 

*kank'8.ma.a Tone Mapping 

(12) a. Lexical Representation 
Reduplication

kanka.a.maa Tone Mapping 
k~a.a.maa {correct) L-raising 

b. ( # ) ( Pro ) ( N} 
Ll!ba.rbaa ~Hharbee --niharbi Lexical. Represcnta-

tion9 
LHhahha.rbaa LHhahharbee LHba.bharbi 

Reduplication
*hahharbaa *hahharbee *be.hh~rbf Tone Mapping 

c . LHfita Lexical Representation 
LHfirf.i ta Reduplication

*f:trr:rta ':'one Mapping 

(I give only the derivation for (lOa) in (ll)~ since the other forms 
ha-ve exactly analogous ;problems . ) 

What seems to be the correct relationship between the tone 
patterns of the ba~ic and reduplicated forms can be ascertained 
from a look at the Hausa •verbal grade ' system, as £irst proposed 
by Parsons (1960). There are a number of ' grades • of polysyllabic 
verbs in Hausa 1 which can be characterized by their tone patterns 
and final vowels. Thus kaamaa is Grade 1. harbaa is Grade 2 , etc. 
The iuteresting thing is t.ha.t the tone patterns of the reduplicated 
forms are the same as those of other verbs in the same grade. This 
suggests that the tone patterns should oe assigned after redupli-
cation on the basis of the grade to which the verb in question 
belongs . Thus the rule assigning tone to regular verbs in Hausa 
would be something like (13) , 

(13) Assign Grade N tone 1)atterns to Grade N verbs. 

4. Conclusion 
It seems clear then. that in order to account for these 

phenomena in Hausa, linguistic theory must all.av tone no~ only to 
'get out ot step ' vitb segments, as the proposals or Leben and 
Goldsmith would al "1 ow, but even to have no particular relati.on~hip 
to morphemes et all. That is , the tone-bearing unit in a.1;. least 
areas of a. grammar of Hausa is the ' construction '--agentive (m. ) . 
agen~ive (r . ), plural, Grade N verbs etc . 

l will not attenpt to formalize the rules proposed here; 
the fcrmal.isms proposed by both Leben and Goldsmith vould seem to 
be fairly readily adaptable :for such purposes. The important 
point is that (non-segmental) tone must be represented as a 
property not of morphemes (in the cases discussed here), but of 
entire constructions . For this to be possible , either tone must 
not be represented in the lexicon and is assigned by a rule vhich 
is sensitive to whether or not the morphemes in ques~ion are part 
of a cons~ruction which bas a characteristic tone pattern, or the 
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formalisms involved must be capable of erasing (or ignoring) the 
tones that are already associated with morphemes. I will not 
pursue the subject of a formalism forther here, although I agree 
(contrary to some linguists) that such matters are quite important. 

It is interesting to note that Courtenay's (1974) reanalysis 
of tone in Bambara noun compounds would appear to necessitate the 
same sort of loosened framework for tonology. Another example of 
phenomena which seem to be suitable for this type of treatment 
is the Mende noun compounds phenomena discussed by Leben and by 
Dwyer (1973). The related Southwestern Mande languages discussed 
by Dwyer are very similar to Mende, and would seem to be amenable 
to similar treatment. 

Since Courtenay has argued convincingly that Leben's supra-
segmental rule for Bambara is incorrect, and since similar 
problems will probably crop up in Maninka (which is a dialect of 
Bambara), then if the analysis I gave in section 2 is accepted, 
we are left with no known suprasegmental tone rules. This state 
of affairs would seem to be that predicted by Goldsmith's theory 
(subject to the reservations mentioned in fn. 5)--if tone rules 
apply only to tones 'associated' to vowels, then suprasegmental 
rules of the type proposed by Leben would not be permitted. Such 
a restriction on tone rules is clearly desirable, since it results 
in a stronger (i.e., more falsifiable) theory. This would then 
be another point in favor of the reanalysis presented here. Note 
that, since rules of the type proposed here are needed elsewhere 
(as Leben admits), the theory is not weakened any by proposing 
such a rule to account for the phenomena in question. 

In sununary, then, the suprasegmental framework proposed in 
Leben (1973a, b) is neither necessary nor sufficient to account 
for the range of phenomena known to occur. On the other hand, one 
similar to that proposed in Goldsmith (1975a, b) (restricted so 
that all tone rules apply after the well-formedness condition, 
and augmented to allow for the type of rule discussed here) seems 
to be both necessary and sufficient to handle these phenomena. 

Footnotes 

*This paper bas benefited from discussions with Dave lfwyer, 
John Eulenberg, John Goldsmith, and Will Leben. The latter 
deserves an extra vote of thanks, since without his previous 
work both on Hausa and on tone in general, I would not have been 
led to ask the questions which have resulted in this paper.

1By 'suprasegmentally stated, rule' (or simply •suprasegmental 
rule') I am referring to a rule which makes crucial reference to 
tones which are represented suprasegmentaJ.ly in Leben's sense, 
i.e., tones which are represented on entire morphemes and have 
not yet been 'mapped' onto segments. Thus the rules discussed 
in Goldsmith (1975b) do not qualify in this technical sense as 
'suprasegmental rules'. Unless this paper is viewed with this 
definition in mind, the point of view implied by the title (i.e., 
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that there are no suprasegmental rules in Hausa} might seem 
self-contradictory, since I hope to show that at least some tone 
is (to use a neutral term) non-segmental. The question asked in 
the title could be rephrased as "what kind of non-segmental tone 
does Hausa have?" 

2The forms given are actually rather remote representations . 
A number of other rules will apply to these forms to produce the 
correct surface forms (cf. Leben 1971 for a discussion of these 
rules1,

This analysis would require considering pairs such as 
Karee/Ka.ryaa (~ 'dog'} as excepti onal, as indeed they seem to be . 
I would consider such pairs as yaroo/yaar1nyaa (• 'boy'/'girl ' ) 
and zaak1i/zaakanyaa (• 'lion') as exceptions, with the feminine 
and masculine suffixes represented separately in the lexicon . 
This is contrary to Leben (1971}, who attempts to relate them, 
although not very successfully, it seems to me . 

4I find Leben's (1971) arguments that the genitive linker 
has an underlying rising tone unconvincing; one important claim 
in Leben's anlaysis--that there is independent evidence for a H 
on the first person possessive pronoun--seems to be incorrect 
in view of the discussion in Eulenberg (1973}. See the above-
mentioned articles for further discuss ion. Leben pointed out 
in the question period followi ng this paper that a theory such 
as that proposed by Gold.smith (much of which Leben now accepts 
in preference to hi s own original proposals) would allow such 
forms to be generated without absolute neutralization rules. 
Strictly speaking, this may be true (I'm not sure what an 
'autosegmental' analysis would look like), but it would seem that 
any proposal which attempts to relate derivationally the tone 
patterns in the masculine and feminine for such forms would in 
spirit require absolute neutralization: prestllilAbly at some stage 
of the derivation, there would be a rising tone on the final vowel 
in the masculine which would have to be simplified by rule. 

SAnother comment by Leben after this paper was that his 
analysis would allow morphemes to have only one type of tone 
(i.e., there could be no mixtures of Hand L within a morpheme 
in the relevant constructions), while r,zy analysis would not 
imply these facts. Strictly speaking, this is true; however, 
the necessary tone patterns in the rule corresponding to (5) 
would have to be quite complex if these facts did not obtain . 
It is possible that there is a limit to the permissable complexity 
of tone patterns (or at least, more complex patterns are highly 
marked), although I haven't in~estigated this possibility in any 
detail. liote that the tone patterns proposed here seem fairly simple 
intuitively. 

It should also be pointed out that Goldsmith's theory (which, 
as noted above , Leben views quite favorably) would have as much 
trouble simply stating the generalization that Leben claims is 
involved as would a theory in which tone is represented segmentally, 
unless there are tone rules which apply before the tones are 
'associated' with segments. Goldsmith makes no specific allowance 
for such rules (all the rules discussed by Goldsmith apply after 
this association}, and they would have to be of a different formal 
nature than those Goldsmith discusses . 
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6There is a problem with this formulation in that the H must 
replace a L of the basic stem pattern (which I assume to be the 
same as the pattern for the masculine- -there may be no direct 
relationship between the tone pattern on the stem in isolation, 
and what I am referring to as the 'basic stem pattern', as noted 
above) in the cases that are crucial to Leben's rule's being 
suprasefY]lental, such as (7a). It will be seen in the final section 
that the formal.ism required for these rules will probably have 
to be capable of replacing tones that are already on morphemes. 
However, all other rules replace either all of the tones of a 
morpheme or none of them. A rule which replaces onJ.y one of the 
tones of a morpheme could surely be made to work somehow (e.g., 
by a. 'universal convention'), but I know of no really intuitively 
satisfying way of doing this. 

A further revision might be indicated by the feminine form 
given in (7e). Notice first that if the normal process of forming the fem-
inine is carried out, the entire basic tone pattern would be obliterated, 
Thus a restriction might be added to (8) which would disallo"' 
the normal process in such cases and force another type of 
feminine-formation (namely changing the f:Lnal vo"'el to a). Such 
a revision would create a (look-ahead} global rule (cf. - Hill 1970, 
Lightner 1971), which would be rejected by many generative 
phonologists. However, since Leben's formulation doesn't account 
for such forms at all, this point is not critical for choosing 
between the two analyses.

7John Eulenberg has pointed out to me that such a derivational 
relation may be possible if (excessively, in my view) abstract 
underlying representations are used. This is probably the case, 
since as Derwing (1973) points out, a theory with essentially no 
restrictions on underlying forms allows tremendous leeway in 
linguistic descriptions. I suspect that such representations 
{if they "exist") could be shown to imply incorrect predictions 
about ne"' forms using methods such as those demonstrated in 
Churma ( 1974 ) . 

81 assume that each noun is lexically marked for its plural, 
since the Hausa plural system is so variable. There probably are 
weys of predicting subregularities in plurals, but since this 
issue is not crucial to this discussion, I won't pursue it further 
here . 

9It is not at all clear exactly what the lexical representa-
tion should be in cases like this, given the strange morphologically 
conditioned variation in vowel quality. However, it seems fairly 
clear that the underlying tone contour for the basic forms should 
be LH; in any case,.!!£ tone contour could give the correct results 
ln such cases, as far as I can tell. This phenomenon clearly has 
important implications for almost any theory of phonology-, but I 
cannot examine it here, due to space limitations. 
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